HUMAN ANIMAL LIFE FOUNDATION
Established with a vision to make a substantial impact on the integration of animals into people's lives
where the quality of life for both will be improved and sustained.
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Living here on earth, we as humans
cannot sustain without animals, we
must coexist. The impact humans
have on animals can have a tragic
or a magical effect and most
certainly that is in the hands of
humans.

On the other half, the impact
animals have on humans can also
have a tragic or a magical effect
where that too is in the hands of
humans. God has given hands to
humans, to help or hurt, to lift or
drop, to build or ruin, all by a
simple choice.

We can make a substantial impact
on the integration of animals into
people’s lives where the quality of
life for both will be improved and
sustained. All of us can become a
part of the half that leads, interacts
and is part of the solution, until we
become the whole.

NOAH'S LITTLE ARK

MIRACLE RANCH

SAVING EQUINE

Meet the Animals

Group Home for Children

Sanctuary & Forever Home

Animal meet and greets, pony
rides and nature walks among the
roaming herd of horses, ponies,
mini-ponies, mini-donks, along
with many various animals around
the ranch including cows, goats,
hogs, pot-belly pigs, lamas,
alpacas, zebus, birds, cats and
dogs all support the work known
as Human-Animal Interaction
(HAI). People enjoy fun and
adventure in a beautiful nature
setting at the Nature Centers for
Human-Animal Interaction ranch
filled with acres of animals, oak
groves, open fields and wonderful
ponds with lessons learning about
animals as well as the
environment.

A residential program in a
therapeutic environment for atrisk children which operates in
conjunction with Human-Animal
Interaction (HAI). The programs
are designed to emotionally and
psychologically pair children to
animals who require as much
unconditional love, understanding
and acceptance as they do,
creating a bond which is
beneficial to both. This up close
and personal connection between
human and animal, teaches
responsibility, empathy, caring
and nurturing which represents a
healthy model for living as well as
learning the consequences of
cause and effect where what you
give is what you get.

A therapeutic care program for
rescued or retired horses with a
focus on individual needs of each
animal to become healed and
whole. As a result of their mental
and physical condition, along with
natural athleticism, horses have
special needs that, when identified
and attended to, make successful
rescue or retirement achievable.
Standards of care within this
program promote our three
guiding principles for humananimal therapeutic interactions to
heal the body, condition the mind,
nurture the spirit with support of a
qualified veterinarian.
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